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How to Optimize Your Website Photos

Image Optimization is Essential for your Website
The internet is full of opinions about image handling for websites and in particular - blog posts.
Rather than debate the pros and cons of the opinions, I’ll outline the Best Practices with a brief
explanation and the rest is up to you, OK? Let’s dive in…

The easiest way to remember what’s best is this simple rule. First, crop your image to the
correct format it’s going to be displayed BEFORE you upload it to your blog post. Second,
resize the file format to produce a good quality image on your content. I’ll show you how.

How do I do that?
A photo editing tool or app is required. If you already are proficient at Photoshop or similar
products - great - go for it. Many people I work with don’t have the access or inclination to learn
a complex editing tool. So I’ll offer you a simple solution.

I have used dozens of online photo editors over the past 10 years years. Most are confusing for
beginners to use so I’ve distilled it down to ONE to save you time and frustration. Both the
online version and the desktop version are available. The best part is - it’s FREE

I suggest using the desktop version instead of the online version. Download and install a
version of Ribbet on your computer. Go to https://www.ribbet.com/.

Blog Post Images
Featured images at the top of your post are required to be specific size for your particular
WordPress theme. However - it’s important to ensure they will ALSO display properly on
Facebook, Twitter and other social media platforms. Ie. 1200 px x 630 px. This image will also
be used in thumbnail sizes in various other location on your website.

Note: Images displayed in the blog post content area do NOT need to be this size. They can be
the full width of the blog post content OR up to 50% of that size. (Best for design elements)
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Reminder: Since we read text from Left to Right as a natural flow - smaller images are best
positioned on the RIGHT side of the post content so they don’t interrupt the natural flow of
readable text for the human eye. And yes you’ll see images on many posts on the left side.
Remember I said this was about BEST practices, right? Now you know best.

Featured Images - 1200 px X 630 px
You’ll want to choose images congruent with the content of the post. They can be simply a
photo or an image you create with text - quote or title etc. More on this later.

Caution: Do NOT use images you find with a Google search - most will have copyright issues
and you don’t want to get caught in a web of legalities by using them without permission or
license. Instead, use images from free sites like unsplash.com/, pixabay.com/, or pexels.com/.
Or buy licenses for images at sites like istockphoto.com or canstockphoto.com.

Let’s get started… Download and install Ribbet on your computer.

Overview of the Process
• Choose your image and download to a folder on your computer, ie. Post Featured Images
• Open the image in Ribbet
• Crop the photo to the correct format
• Resize the image file
• Replace the original file name ie. (pixabay2039387462537) with your desired file name
• Check - if the file is PNG - change it to JPEG
• Save the edited file to your folder.
• Upload to the featured image in WP post editor

You’ll find more free resources to help you establish a professional online presence
in the MKE Vault. Use this password unlock the page: dharma
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Step by Step of the Process
1. Choose large (1920 px width) from Pixabay or
Unsplash. You will be creating a horizontal crop of the
photo, so starting with a horizontal format photo is
easiest. Simplicity is best, so avoid choosing a
cluttered photo. Download the photo your desktop.

2. Open Ribbet and upload the chosen photo or right
click on the image file and ‘open with’ Ribbet.

3. From the vertical editing menu on the left side, choose CROP. Click the down arrow beside
the “No Constraints” below the Crop Editing selection, and click Custom ratio. Type in the
actual size of a featured image. It will be 1200 x 630. A highlighted grid area will show on the
photo that is 1200 x 630.
4. Click on the grid and drag it to where you’d like the
photo to be cropped. You can grab one corner and
stretch it to widen the photo and the ratio of height to
width will stay the same, but the actual pixel size will
differ. That’s okay.
5. Click APPLY, and only your selection will show.
Your image is now formatted correctly.
6. Next, Click the RESIZE button at the bottom of the
vertical menu. Ensure “Keep Proportions” is
selected. Type in the desired dimensions for your
image (1200 x 630) and APPLY.
Your photo is now formatted AND resized correctly
for your Featured Image in your post.
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7. Select SAVE from the menu bar along the top.
Rename your file by highlighting the file name and
typing in a new name. Make sure it is saved in jpg
format. The file size is shown in KB, but the dimensions
remain at 1200 x 630 pixels.
Make sure the format is JPEG not PNG.
8. Click the SAVE PHOTO button, and save your new
cropped and resized photo to your desktop or a selected
folder.
Click CLOSE PHOTO and exit Ribbet, and you’re done!
Now you have correctly formatted your photo and
resized and renamed the image file, you’re all set to
upload your image to your post.
If it is the Featured Image - select featured image in
post editor and upload the photo.
Congratulations! You’ve now learned a skill that will
boost your professionalism in blogging to a new level.
I sincerely hope this short tutorial has helped you with
your photo editing best practices.
- Dennis
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